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“Full of ripe cherry, plum and 
floral aromas and flavors, this 

red delivers plenty of energy and 
focus. Backed by a dense swath of 
tannins, this remains balanced 

and elegant through the lingering 
finish. The fruit element is the 

lasting impression.”
 – Bruce Sanderson, June 2021

ABOUT THE WINERY 
A historical producer in Montalcino that dates back to the 1960’s, Val di Suga is a pioneer 
in the production of terroir-driven Brunello and the only producer making three single-
vineyards in three different estates: Vigna del Lago in the North-East, Vigna Spuntali in 
the South-West and Poggio al Granchio in the South-East. Because of the different micro-

climates, soils and winemaking styles, the wines show different expressions of Sangiovese. 

ABOUT THE WINE
Sourced from Val di Suga’s “Vigna Spuntali” 14-hectare vineyard in the South-West of 
Montalcino, rich in limestone-sandy soil in a Mediterranean climate. Ruby red with garnet 
ref lections, it presents itself to the nose with the unmistakable orange note that is typical  
of Spuntali. The scent is completed with hints of black cherry, blackberry and candied fruit, 
accompanied by sweet notes of vanilla and white chocolate. In the mouth the tannins are  
soft and velvety, the structure is important; indicative of a wine of great personality.  

Its expression magnifies the Mediterranean character of this part of Montalcino.

KEY SELLING POINTS
• Val di Suga is the only producer in Montalcino that makes three different expressions of 

Brunello from three different single-vineyards

• The estates are located in the North-East (Vigna del Lago), South-West (Vigna Spuntali) 
and South-East (Poggio al Granchio)

• Because of the different micro-climate and soil in each site, Val di Suga uses a different 
approach in terms of viticulture, winemaking and analytical research

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Varietal Composition: 100% Sangiovese Grosso

Aging: 12 months in 300L French Oak barriques and 1 year in 25hl casks,  
no filtration, followed by at least 24 months in bottle  

Alcohol: 14.5%    |    TA: 5.43 g/L

BRU NE L LO DI MONTA LCI NO DOCG  
V IGNA SPU NTA L I 2016
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